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report
“lindt iNTERNAtIONAL retail”

First design concept for the new LINDT Boutique du Chocolat on 5th Avenue in New York, which opens its doors early 2012.

Rudolf Sprüngli laid the historic foundations for the modernday Group in 1845 at a small confectioner’s shop in Marktgasse, Zurich, by making chocolate in solid form. Over
165 years later, Lindt & Sprüngli is now the world’s leading
producer of premium chocolate. This is manufactured at six
production facilities in Europe and two in the USA, and sold
by 17 of the company’s own subsidiaries and a widespread
network of independent distributors worldwide. Consequently, LINDT quality chocolate is now available in the
major chocolate markets in standard retail as well as duty
free segment, thus making LINDT a global premium brand.
This ensures that loyal consumers can buy their cherished
LINDT chocolate practically anywhere in the world.

The expansion of the worldwide distribution of LINDT
products is probably one of the company’s most outstanding achievements in the past two decades: when the current
management team took over the reins in the early 1990s, there
were numerous gaps on the global map. The aim of the geographical expansion of the Group was to gradually close these
gaps. For instance, over the last 20 years, large sums have been
invested in building up a professional sales team, which has
pursued new distribution channels as well as developing existing retail channels. The main long-term aim here was to
strengthen LINDT’s presence with its own sales strategy in
urban areas, for example in the central retail strips of major
conurbations. At the same time, this approach benefited unit
sales of LINDT products in the conventional retail channels,
which can gain from the extra impetus that greater familiarity
with the LINDT brand provides.
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Tapping into the biggest chocolate market in the world —
When Lindt & Sprüngli took its first steps into the USA in
the early 1990s in order to establish the LINDT brand on
the North American market, a network of LINDT-owned
boutiques was opened after extensive market analyses. Initially, the aim was to familiarize American consumers with
the LINDT brand by impressively highlighting the diversity
of the product range whilst emphasizing its premiumness,
quality commitment, and Swiss tradition. After around ten
years, LINDT products were available almost everywhere in
the American retail sector, meaning that the own shops had
served their original purpose. The number of shops was consequently reduced to around 35 units in selected locations.
The long-established Ghirardelli Chocolate Company of
San Francisco, California, which Lindt & Sprüngli acquired
in 1998, earned an outstanding reputation in the premium
chocolate segment back in the 1960s with a standalone retail
concept. Some of the shops, which are still mainly focused on
selected locations on the West Coast, also feature an attached
restaurant. Extravagant ice cream creations and delicious
chocolate drinks can be consumed there. One particularly
popular dish is the “hot fudge sundae,” an ice cream dessert
served with whipped cream and toffee sauce and available in
various flavors. A comprehensive selection of GHIRARDELLI
products are also on sale in the shops. All this is complemented by typical souvenir items from San Francisco.
With hindsight, the business of LINDT and GHIRARDELLI
in North America can thus be seen as paving the way for the
expansion and enhancement of LINDT’s own retail concept.
Once this sales model in North America began to bear fruit,
several LINDT shops were soon opened in other countries.
At first, the respective subsidiaries assumed responsibility, by
planning, setting up, and running the retail units themselves.
As a result of the decentralized structure of Lindt & Sprüngli in
general and the resultant relatively autonomous operations of
the subsidiaries in particular, a large number of different shops
were set up over time with no overarching design concept.
On to pastures new — To ensure better coordination and, in
particular, more homogenous structuring of the expansion
strategy and the staged opening of further retail stores in future,

an “International Retail” department was created and a specific and groupwide LINDT retailing concept was developed two
years ago. The aim of this concept is to create an additional pillar through LINDT-owned chocolate cafés, boutiques, outlets,
and factory shops that impressively showcase the entire range
of products. In addition, this approach perfectly complements
the sale of LINDT products through existing retail channels.
The main objective is to strengthen the brand image as a leading
top-quality chocolate provider and achieve a promotionallyeffective impact, thus boosting sales of the product range
through conventional retail channels.
Hansjürg Klingler, Group Management member responsible
for “International Retail,” explains: “Right from the outset,
it was clear that we were going down a completely new path
and entering uncharted territory by establishing a standalone
retail department. That is why we decided to centralize this
expertise at head office in Kilchberg instead of transferring it
to the individual subsidiaries, as was previously the case. With
this strategic objective in mind, the ‘International Retail᾽ department was created in 2009.”
Derek Tanner, head of the “International Retail” department
in Kilchberg, adds: “Initially, the aim was to establish a shop
concept that not only supports but also further entrenches the
values of our brand and our associated positioning as a leading
company in the premium chocolate sector. It was also about
developing a uniform shop design that has a clear identity and
is therefore recognizable to consumers worldwide.”
Carefully selected locations — The selection of suitable locations is a crucial factor when opening new shops. Factory
sales are always linked with a production company. To find
optimum sites for the cafés, boutiques, and outlets, valuable
contacts were cultivated with major shopping center operators
and real-estate specialists. LINDT boutiques are situated in
the center of major cities, on main retail strips such as Stachus
in Munich and 5th Avenue in New York. The same applies to
the chocolate cafés in Australia and Japan. LINDT outlets are
situated at carefully selected locations in North America and
in all key European chocolate markets. Foot traffic, the environment and the neighborhood are all top priorities in the
selection process. However, the overriding aim is to create
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a destination where we can present our products to consumers and thus gain loyal customers for our shops as well as the
established retail channels.

LINDT Outlets consist of an elegant interior fitting
in warm brown and noble gold colours.

Exclusive ambience — The main focus here is to create a
pleasant and enjoyable atmosphere in the shops in order to
showcase the products and premiumness appropriately.
Based on the theme of chocolate and the LINDT logo, warm
shades of brown and refined shades of gold are predominantly used here, combined in perfect harmony to reflect the elegance of the products. Other features are choice furniture,
subtle lighting and elaborate decoration in keeping with the
season. On entering the shop, customers step into the world
of the Master Chocolatiers. If they are lucky, they may even
meet a Master Chocolatier in person, making the finest pralinés by hand and giving out free samples to taste.
Extensive advice — For over 165 years, LINDT’s core area
of expertise has been making specialty chocolate products
in the upper premium segment. The important things here
are presenting this expertise in an attractive retail space with
a corresponding product range, and giving individual
advice to customers through attentive, well-trained staff.
As well as highlighting the long-standing expertise and passion of the LINDT Master Chocolatiers, direct contact with
consumers also gives an opportunity to present new products and provide assistance in choosing the right product.

Impressive range — The entire product range is presented at
LINDT’s various points of sale. This includes the all-year range
as well as the seasonal collections. In addition, there are selected
exclusive offers throughout the year that are not available in
this form in conventional retail, such as a special “pick & mix”
range where customers can individually put together their own
chocolate selection. Elegant presentation boxes, refined ribbons
and bows as well as high-quality carrier bags reinforce consumers’ belief that they have purchased a wholly exclusive product,
which is a key factor in their special shopping experience. Topclass fresh products such as chocolate drinks and chocolate
cakes, ice creams and macaroons that perfectly complement the
existing range are on sale in the LINDT Chocolate Cafés and bars.
LINDT Chocolate Cafés — A subsidiary was set up in 1997
in Australia. To accelerate market entry locally and increase
the recognition of the LINDT brand throughout the country,
an innovative, individual experience concept was developed
in the form of a LINDT Chocolate Café. The first café was
opened at a prime location on Martin Place in Sydney in 2004.

LINDT Chocolate Café on Chapel Street, a big shopping street
in Melbourne, Australia.

As it was a great success, further branches soon followed. For
instance, Sydney and Melbourne now have four LINDT Chocolate Cafés each. The café concept thus proved its worth there,
and was subsequently employed to tap into other new chocolate
markets, for example in Tokyo, where the Group opened two of
its cafés in 2010 to gain a foothold in the promising Asian
market. Fabian Ubenauf, who is responsible for the strategic
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expansion of the shops at “International Retail,” comments:
“The examples in Australia and Japan show that the LINDT
Chocolate Cafés have become a pioneering model for establishing the LINDT brand in growth markets. As part of the
Group’s ongoing geographical expansion, we are therefore
constantly looking to open further cafés in additional locations. We are proud to announce that new properties are already in the planning stage.”
LINDT Boutique du Chocolat — At present, there are boutiques in Munich, New York and, most recently, Kloten Airport in Zurich. An elegant LINDT boutique was opened in
July 2011 on level 2 of the airport’s Airside Center, selling premium chocolate products that are mainly tailored to the needs
of tourists, and are therefore highly suitable as gifts. Airline
passengers can also relax in the Chocolate Bar with a cup
of drinking chocolate or get in the mood for their trip with
a selection of tasty ice creams. There are plans to open two
new boutiques in Florence and New York in 2012.

Chocolate Shop in a prime location will open its doors there,
with an official inauguration ceremony marking the start of
GHIRARDELLI’s 160th anniversary celebrations. A free
GHIRARDELLI SQUARE for each visitor and the opportunity to enjoy one of the legendary “hot fudge sundaes” in the
restaurant will make the experience even sweeter for the visiting crowds in future. The shop in Anaheim is set to continue the success story of its predecessor which was opened
13 years ago at Disney World, Florida.
These examples impressively demonstrate the many facets
and the future potential of the new International Retail department.

GHIRARDELLI Ice Cream and Chocolate Shop in Monterey,
San Francisco.

Ghirardelli Ice Cream and Chocolate Shops— The Ghirardelli Chocolate Company has been operating its own highly
successful network of shops for nearly 50 years. It currently
has 14 units that sell a wide range of chocolate and souvenir
products. The next major opening is scheduled for mid-2012
in Anaheim, Los Angeles, in the popular Disneyland theme
park, which was established in 1955 and has since welcomed
more than 600 million visitors. A Ghirardelli Ice Cream and
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